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California has ordered the construction of a new, seven story tall "Tesla Tax" power
plant that will accommodate up to 30 percent of all California's energy needs and
will use Nikola Tesla's original patents for AC electricity, when available. The new
plant will be located in Oakland and is expected to go online by 2014. The facility

will be able to produce over 1,300 megawatts of electricity and is currently
accepting proposals for a host of energy services including power generation,

fuel/air separation, solid fuel processing and other support functions. The goal is to
store as much as 3500 megawatts of energy in the process of building the plant.
"The new Tesla Tax" power plant will be located in a historical area of Oakland,
California, specifically on the edge of this city's industrial waterfront. It is being

designed to take maximum advantage of Berkeley's expertise in thermal energy and
a revolutionary new "Passive Smart Grids" technology recently developed by

Berkeley scientists and engineers. The result is a new grid that will allow
"California's entire grid to run on electrons". As described by Tesla's original patents
and inventor Jose Gallardo, energy will be directed to the areas of greatest value and

least cost, using technology to allow energy to be stored in the grid for later use.
Berkeley research is also being used in the new plant's design to produce hydrogen
through the production of electrolyzed water by the direct conversion of water into

electrochemical energy. It is being suggested that at scale, this can be used to
dramatically cut electrical costs and the hydrogen can be stored in tanks for later

use. Developers of the new plant say the plant is one of the most advanced energy
projects ever
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